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Chapter 484 She Committed Suicide  

After Lucia got out of the apartment A cool breeze outside instantly cleared her head  

August was more inscrutable today than he was five years ago Sometimes Lucia didn't know if she 

should believe his words or not, but this time, she grew up  

She didn't know which side August was on and whether he would give the evidence to the police All in 

all, she couldn count on August She had to do it herself before she went abroad if she wanted to see 

Jeanne go to jail  

Lucia gritted her teeth and put all the impulsion behind her. A cold breeze calmed her down and 

brought her to her senses  

Even if she couldn't get direct proof that Jeanne hit someone, Lucia was going to teach her a lesson She 

was no longer the one who could be hurt by others at will.  

With only three days left to take Paula out of the country for treatment, Lucia was at the hospital to 

keep Paula safe Lucia heard lot of gossip about Jeanne when she was in the hospital all morning  

Coincidentally, Jeanne was hospitalized at the Central Hospital and was in the same inpatient wing as 

them  

In recent days, the news about August and Jeanne's divorce had been spreading, followed by Jeanne's 

accident and being rushed to the hospital by ambulance, everyone naturally associated with the divorce  

People's eagerness and sensitivity to gossip are beyond imagination, and there were a lot of netizens 

who were speculating about it, but there wasn't a definite answer yet All the media were speculating, 

but the Kelly family was very secretive. nothing definite news had come out  

After lunch, Lucia sat in the hospital lounge area and flipped over the magazine on the bookshelf Then 

she heard that someone next to her was talking about that  

There were two nurses sitting and whispering in the corner  

* just met Sally who works on the tenth floor when I was having lunch She told me that Jeanne planned 

to slash her wrists. but she was found and rushed to the hospital before she die I guess she did that 

probably because of the divorce"  

"Really? Is that true?"  

it's true. The news was spreading all over the tenth floor. Think about that, the day before yesterday 

was her and August's third anniversary, and she even sent out a tweet on Twitter! The next day August 

That's too sudden!"  

"Yeah, that's weird..."  

Lucia was shocked and 

the rumors of Jeanne's suicide when she saw them 



of her suicide after she overheard the nurses' discussion 

reason for her suicide must be that August divorced her. 

tightly in her hand and suddenly thought of something She stood up instantly and walked to the lift 

a ward on 

lift and took a deep breath, pressing the lift button for the tenth 

in the VIP ward were all powerful people in Austos City, so that is why the paparazzi lingered around the 

hospital for a few days without getting any news because the VIP ward has strict entry and exit 

requirements, and nobody could enter randomly. 

was a family member of the patient and had free access to the VIP 

lift with a calm face after the lift door opened. She walked forward 

a noise when she just reached the corner. Then she heard someone slam the door and the wailing of a 

woman. "Why has it 

not? Martin, Jeanne is unwilling to eat anything 

came from. Then she saw the person in front of the ward door when she reached the 

Kelly, Mrs. Kelly, Merlin Kelly, and two of their men. 

She held Martin 

ask him to be here, and I have called him, but he was still unwilling to come here. And your daughter has 

signed the divorce agreement, what can I 

does she slash her wrists, but she also doesn't eat anything. What do we 

had a horrible expression. He turned his head and looked at Mrs. Kelly, warning in a low voice. "Shot up! 

Are you trying to let everybody know 

said, "Dad is right, mom. It doesn't matter if you say that at home, but now we are in the hospital. We 

have 

"Then what do we do now? I am very worried about Jeanne..." "Let the nurse give her an injection! I 

don't believe she can starve herself to death!" Martin snorted. He walked to the door. and deliberately 

speak loudly so that Jeanne in the ward could hear him. "If she really has the courage to face that, she 

wouldn't have signed the divorce agreement in the first 

Kelly stopped Martin in a hurry. "That's enough. Jeanne already has a rough 


